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Muchas cosas pueden ir mal en un entorno de trabajo. Cada dia hay oportunidades para
cometer errores que resultaran en defectos. Los defectos son despilfarro y, si no se descubren,
frustran las espectativas del cliente sobre la calidad. Detras del poka-yoke esta la conviccion de
que no es aceptable producir incluso un pequeno numero de articulos defectuosos. Durante
mas de 200 visitas a fbricas Japonesas, Productivity ha presenciado el impacto de simples
mecanismos poka-yoke instalados por los propios trabajadores para evitar la ocurrencia de
defectos. En este libro, 240 ejemplos poka-yoke despertaran su imaginacion para planificar e
implantar sistemas de prevencion de errores.Contenido:Errores de proceso * Errores de
montaje * Errores de ensamble * Inclusion de items erroneos * Errores de insercion * Omisiones
en montaje * Omisiones en proceso * Errores de medicion * Errores dimensionales * Omision de
operaciones * Errores de operacion * Errores de pegado * Errores de inspeccion * Errores de
cableado * Errores de pintura * Errores de impresion * Desalineamientos * Errores en
preparacion de mquinas * Errores de embalaje * Desajuste de plantillas y utiles * Errores de
lavado * Problemas miscelaneos

From the Inside Flap ..the dominant paradigm for managing product development is wrong. Not
just a little wrong, but wrong to its very core. Today s product development orthodoxy is
broken. What s wrong? Companies are pursuing the wrong goals. They maximize capacity
utilization, and wonder why cycle times are so long. They strive to conform to plan, and wonder
why new obstacles constantly emerge. They try to eliminate variability, and wonder why
innovation disappears. They carefully break processes into phases and gates, and wonder why
things slow down instead of speeding up. Ironically, each of these actions actually hurts more
than it helps.We need a different approach, one based on solid economics and real science. The
heart of this approach is FLOW, and the enemy of flow is the invisible and unmeasured queues
that undermine all aspects of product development performance. Stagnant piles of idle work
lengthen cycle time. At the same time, they delay vital feedback and destroy process efficiency.
Yet today, these queues remain unmanaged. Ninety-eight percent of product developers neither
measure nor control their queues.But, how can we manage these queues and achieve real flow?
It takes a bit of science. We can start with the ideas of lean manufacturing. Then, we must
recognize the vast difference between the stable world of repetitive manufacturing and the high-
variability world of product development. A product development process must thrive in the
presence of variability. Ultimately, we must reach even further, drawing upon ideas from the
Internet, transportation systems, computer operating systems, and military doctrine. This is the
first book that comprehensively describes the underlying principles that create flow in product
development processes, principles that have produced 5x to 10x improvements, even in mature



processes. It combines a lucid explanation of the real science behind flow and a rich set of
practical methods.Its underlying principles are organized into eight major areas, focusing on
practical methods to:  Improve economic decisions  Manage queues  Reduce batch size 
Apply WIP constraints  Accelerate feedback  Manage flows in the presence of variability 
Decentralize control Nobody is better suited to explain these ideas than Don Reinertsen. In
1997, his landmark book, Managing the Design Factory, first introduced the ideas that have
become known as lean product development. His two previous books, Developing Products in
Half the Time and Managing the Design Factory, have become required reading for all product
developers. For over 25 years he has been recognized as a leading thinker on product
development issues.This book begins where other books on product development end. It is
guaranteed to change the way you think about product development. The Principles of Product
Development Flow is destined to become another product development classic.From the Back
CoverThe dominant paradigm for managing product development is wrong; not just a little
wrong, but wrong to its very core. Stagnant piles of idle work lengthen cycle time, delay vital
feedback and destroy process efficiency. Yet today, these queues remain unmanaged. This
landmark book defines a new approach, one based on solid economics and real science. It
focuses on controlling the invisible and unmeasured queues that undermine all aspects of
product development performance. This is the first book that comprehensively describes the
underlying principles that create flow in product development processes, principles that have
produced 5 to 10 times improvements, even in mature processes. It combines a detailed
explanation of the real science behind flow and a rich set of practical methods. Its 175
underlying principles are organized into eight major areas. It begins where other books on
product development end, and is guaranteed to change the way you think about product
development.About the AuthorFor 30 years, Don Reinertsen has been a thought leader in the
field of product development. In 1983, while a consultant at McKinsey & Co., he wrote the
landmark article in Electronic Business magazine that first quantified the financial value of
development speed. This article is believed by some observers to have triggered the movement
to shorten development cycles in American industry. In 1985, he coined the term Fuzzy Front
End to describe the earliest stage of product development. In 1991, he wrote the first article
showing how queueing theory could be practically applied to product development.His 1991
book, Developing Products in Half the Time, coauthored with Preston Smith, has become a
product development classic. It has been translated into seven languages. His 1997 book,
Managing the Design Factory, was the first book to describe how the principles of Just-in-Time
manufacturing could be applied to product development. In the 12 years since this book
appeared, this approach has become known as lean product development.For 15 years, Don
taught executive courses at California Institute of Technology, and he currently teaches public
seminars throughout the world. He has a B.S. in electrical engineering from Cornell, and an
M.B.A. with distinction from Harvard Business School.His company, Reinertsen & Associates,
has helped leading companies throughout the world improve their product development



processes for over 20 years.Read more
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